Wynn’s Fuel System Cleaner

Wynn’s Fuel System Cleaner is a petrol fuel additive formulated from a complex blend of selected cleaning agents to accumulatively clean the entire petrol fuel system, removing all lacquer gum and resin deposits associated with petrol fuel systems.

Wynn’s Fuel System Cleaner is ideal for carburettor, multi-point/indirect injection or inlet induction systems where the air/fuel mixture leaves gum and resin deposits in the inlet manifold.

Key Benefits

• Complete fuel system cleaning from tank through to combustion
• Dissolves petrol related deposits restoring efficient fuel delivery
• Improves fuel consumption and keeps fuel jets clean
• Use as solvent to clean carburettor and other engine parts

Applications

• Petrol engines to maintain clean fuel system
• Carburettor engines and motor bikes, especially if not in regular use
• Outboard motors and two stoke engines
• Mowers, chain saws, weed eaters prone to plug fouling
• Parts cleaner

Directions for use:

• Add to petrol when filling up
• 375ml treats up to 70 Litres of petrol
Pack sizes.
12 x 375ml

Physical Specifications:

- **Odour:** fragrant
- **Appearance:** Clear liquid

Health and Safety Data.
Material Safety Data Sheets are available from the company

Shelf Life.
Whilst Wynn’s products are formulated to have as long a shelf life as possible, other factors do influence their actual useful life. Handling and storage conditions can cause packaging deterioration which could render the product unfit for further use. From time to time products are superseded by upgraded products and/or changed formulations and older products will no longer have the same performance level or be compatible with latest technology being introduced into equipment. It is therefor the responsibility of the purchaser of the product to ensure proper storage conditions, stock rotation and timely usage to prevent products from becoming unsuitable for use.

Expiration date: 3 Years from manufacture date.